Perceiving and tracking kinesthetic stimuli: further evidence of motor-perceptual interactions.
Two experiments pursued previous studies (P. Viviani & P. Mounoud, 1990; P. Viviani & N. Stucchi, 1989) on motor-perceptual interactions. The right arm of blindfolded participants was moved passively along elliptic trajectories. Kinematics was either coherent or at variance with the relation (two-thirds power law) observed in active movements. In Experiment 1 participants compared the horizontal and vertical extent of the ellipses. Kinematics affected aspect ratio discrimination: The direction along which the movement decelerated was subjectively stretched. In Experiment 2 participants used the left arm to reproduce in real time the movement of the right arm. The trajectories of the left arm presented a stretch similar to the perceptual illusion demonstrated in Experiment 1. Between-arm asynchrony suggests that the motor control system cannot use kinesthetic information that is at variance with the flow of reafferences normally associated with voluntary movements. It is argued that these interactions occur at the level of a central amodal representation of the stimuli.